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Introduction

Electroweak observables provide 

• a crucial stress test of the SM 

• important input to SMEFT fit  
=> Higgs property determination 

• BSM sensitivity! 

Received a lot of attention during  
European Strategy process, eg at  
Open Symposium in Granada  

Required: a lot of Z’s ….
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 350 GeV unpolarised-1 1.5 ab-e+ e⊕... 

 250 GeV polarised-1 2 ab-e+ e⊕HL-LHC 

 500 GeV polarised-1 4 ab-e+ e⊕... 

dark/light: current / improved EWPO
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ILC e+e- collider 
• first stage: 250 GeV 
• GigaZ & WW threshold possible 
• upgrades: 500 GeV, 1 TeV 

polarised beams 
• P(e-) ≥ ±80%,  
• P(e+) = ±30%,   

at 500 GeV upgradable to 60%

ILC running modes - and Z production  
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√s ∫ℒ dt
250 GeV 2 ab-1

350 GeV 0.2 ab-1

500 GeV 4 ab-1

1 TeV 8 ab-1

91 GeV 0.1 ab-1

161 GeV 0.5 ab-1

Since 2015 
arXiv:1506.07830

(radiative) Z’s in 2 ab-1 at 250 GeV:  
• ~77 106 Z->qq 
• ~12 106 Z->ll 
=> substantial increase over LEP,  
….and polarised!

Z’s in 0.1ab-1 at 91 GeV:  
• ~3.4 109 Z->qq 
• ~0.5 109 Z->ll 
~1-2 years of running (after lumi upgrade)
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Accelerator implementation - 
arXiv:1908.08212

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.08212


The ILD Concept
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From key requirements from physics: 
• pt resolution (total ZH x-section)  

𝜎(1/pt) = 2 x 10-5
 GeV-1

 ⊕ 1 x 10-3 / (pt sin1/2𝜃) 

• vertexing  (H → bb/cc/ττ)  
𝜎(d0) < 5 ⊕ 10 / (p[GeV] sin3/2𝜃) 𝜇m    

• jet energy resolution (H → invisible)  3-4% 
• hermeticity  (H → invis, BSM) 𝜃min = 5 mrad 

To key features of the detector: 
• low mass tracker:  

• main device: Time Projection Chamber (dE/dx !) 
• add. silicon: eg VTX: 0.15% rad. length / layer) 

• high granularity calorimeters  
optimised for particle flow

≈ CMS / 4

≈ CMS / 40

≈ ATLAS / 2

≈ ATLAS / 3
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To key features of the detector: 
• low mass tracker:  

• main device: Time Projection Chamber (dE/dx !) 
• add. silicon: eg VTX: 0.15% rad. length / layer) 

• high granularity calorimeters  
optimised for particle flow

≈ CMS / 4

≈ CMS / 40

≈ ATLAS / 2

≈ ATLAS / 3Possible since experimental environment  
at ILC very different from LHC: 

• much lower backgrounds 
• much less radiation 
• much lower collision rate 

enable 
• power pulsing => low material budget! 
• triggerless operation



• Triple Gauge Couplings: few 10-4,  

1-2 orders of magnitude improvement  
over HL-LHC => input to SMEFT fit! 

• W mass at 250 GeV - several methods  
with very different systematic 
limitations 

• W mass from threshold scan  
- with ~1 year dedicated running: 

• W branching ratios:  
simultaneous fit to all 10 𝜎tot x BR for 
𝜎tot and BR’s (4 parameters) 

• W width: ΔΓW = 3.2 MeV

Interludium: Precision W measurements
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TGC Limits @ 68% CL
0.05− 0 0.05

γλΔ

γκΔ

1
Z

gΔ

LEP2 ILC 250

simultaneous fit 
of all three 
couplings

TGC Limits @ 68% CL
0.05− 0 0.05 0.1

γλΔ

γκΔ

1
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gΔ

LEP2 ATLAS CMS HL-LHC ILC 250

fitting 
individual 

parameters

7 TeV
arXiv:1710:07621
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gLf, gRf : helicity-dependent couplings of Z to fermions

=>                                 

specifically for the electron: 

at an unpolarised collider:


                                                       => no direct access Ae,  
                                                            only via tau polarisation 
 
While at a polarised collider:


                                                                   and                                               
                                                                                           
Furthermore Rq and Rl: 
 
                                    ,                                           =>   

Electroweak precision observables
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f

g𝛾L, g𝛾R, gZL, gZR 

described in the third bullet of Sec. 3.1.

For a given quark or lepton flavor f , let gLf , gRf be the helicity-dependent Zff
couplings. Then the quantities, for quarks q,

Rq =
�(Z ! qq)

�(Z ! hadrons)
, (5)

and, for leptons ` = e, µ, ⌧ ,

1/R` =
�(Z ! `

+
`
�)

�(Z ! hadrons)
, (6)

are given, at the tree level, by

Rq , 1/R` / (g2Lf + g
2
Rf ) , (7)

and the Z decay polarisation asymmetries are given by

Af =
g
2
Lf � g

2
Rf

g
2
Lf + g

2
Rf

. (8)

It is useful to define the value of sin2
✓w governing the Z couplings from the electron

asymmetry as “sin2
✓eff” given by the formula

Ae =
(12 � sin2

✓eff )2 � (sin2
✓eff )2

(12 � sin2
✓eff )2 + (sin2

✓eff )2
⇡ 8(

1

4
� sin2

✓eff ) . (9)

It is this value of sin2
✓w that enters the Zh and WW pair production cross sections

that are most important in determining the Higgs boson couplings.

Loop corrections to the SM predictions for Z observables given in terms of sin2
✓eff

are at the parts per mille level. Thus, it is accurate to quote projections for the
precision of future experiments from tree-level formulae involving sin2

✓eff . Of course,
actually extracting Z couplings from cross section measurements at the 10�4 level of
precision requires that the SM contributions to these cross sections be known to
comparable accuracy. The nontrivial requirements for theory are reviewed in [45].

Often, the leptonic asymmetries Ae, Aµ, and A⌧ are combined to give a composite
leptonic asymmetry. Here, we will distinguish these three quantities and discuss tests
of models that allow small di↵erences in the Z couplings to e, µ, and ⌧ .

At a polarised e
+
e
� collider, Ae is given by the left-right asymmetry in the total

rate for Z production,

Ae = ALR ⌘ �L � �R

(�L + �R)
, (10)
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where �L and �R are the cross section for 100% polarised e
�
Le

+
R and e

�
Re

+
L initial states.

For beams not perfectly polarised, the e↵ective left-handed polarisation of the initial
state is given by

Peff = (Pe� � Pe+)/(1� Pe�Pe+) , (11)

and the measured asymmetry is proportional to Peff . The determination of the quan-
tity Ae then requires only an excellent knowledge of the polarisation and knowledge
that the acceptance in the decay modes studied does not change when the polarisa-
tion is flipped. Essentially, the entire statistics of Z production can contribute to the
measurement. We find that the dominant systematic error is that on the value of the
polarisation. We have discussed how this systematic is controlled in Sec. 3.1.

For other asymmetries, beam polarisation can also play a role. These quantities
are measured from the left-right forward-backward asymmetry

A
f
FB,LR ⌘ (�F � �B)L � (�F � �B)R

(�F + �B)L + (�F + �B)R
, (12)

where, again, L and R refer to states of 100% polarisation. At the tree level,

A
f
FB,LR =

3

4
Af . (13)

At an unpolarised collider, the values of the Af are obtained from quantities such as
the unpolarised forward-backward asymmetries,

A
f
FB ⌘ (�F � �B)

(�F + �B)
. (14)

At the tree level,

A
f
FB =

3

4
AeAf , (15)

so there is some sacrifice of statistics to achieve the same level of precision. (The
determination of A⌧ is a special case, to be discussed below.) For some purposes, for
example, to test lepton universality, we wish to know the ratio of Af to the precisely
determined value of Ae. In such ratios of polarisation asymmetries measured in the
same run, the systematic uncertainty on the polarisation cancels out.

The uncertainties from acceptance and particle identification largely cancel out of
the Af measurements, but in the measurements of Rf they are the major source of
systematic error. In the LEP experiments, the measurements of the rates of Z decay
to bb and cc were mainly done with single-tag methods that required a “dilution
factor” correction with a large QCD uncertainty. At the ILC, the e�ciencies for b

and c identification and also the statistics to determine these e�ciences precisely, will
be much higher. The absolute tagging e�ciences can be measured from e

+
e
� ! ff

events, using a probe and tag method. We assume an uncertainty of 0.1% in the
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where �L and �R are the cross section for 100% polarised e
�
Le

+
R and e

�
Re

+
L initial states.

For beams not perfectly polarised, the e↵ective left-handed polarisation of the initial
state is given by

Peff = (Pe� � Pe+)/(1� Pe�Pe+) , (11)

and the measured asymmetry is proportional to Peff . The determination of the quan-
tity Ae then requires only an excellent knowledge of the polarisation and knowledge
that the acceptance in the decay modes studied does not change when the polarisa-
tion is flipped. Essentially, the entire statistics of Z production can contribute to the
measurement. We find that the dominant systematic error is that on the value of the
polarisation. We have discussed how this systematic is controlled in Sec. 3.1.

For other asymmetries, beam polarisation can also play a role. These quantities
are measured from the left-right forward-backward asymmetry

A
f
FB,LR ⌘ (�F � �B)L � (�F � �B)R

(�F + �B)L + (�F + �B)R
, (12)

where, again, L and R refer to states of 100% polarisation. At the tree level,

A
f
FB,LR =

3

4
Af . (13)

At an unpolarised collider, the values of the Af are obtained from quantities such as
the unpolarised forward-backward asymmetries,

A
f
FB ⌘ (�F � �B)

(�F + �B)
. (14)

At the tree level,

A
f
FB =

3

4
AeAf , (15)

so there is some sacrifice of statistics to achieve the same level of precision. (The
determination of A⌧ is a special case, to be discussed below.) For some purposes, for
example, to test lepton universality, we wish to know the ratio of Af to the precisely
determined value of Ae. In such ratios of polarisation asymmetries measured in the
same run, the systematic uncertainty on the polarisation cancels out.

The uncertainties from acceptance and particle identification largely cancel out of
the Af measurements, but in the measurements of Rf they are the major source of
systematic error. In the LEP experiments, the measurements of the rates of Z decay
to bb and cc were mainly done with single-tag methods that required a “dilution
factor” correction with a large QCD uncertainty. At the ILC, the e�ciencies for b

and c identification and also the statistics to determine these e�ciences precisely, will
be much higher. The absolute tagging e�ciences can be measured from e

+
e
� ! ff

events, using a probe and tag method. We assume an uncertainty of 0.1% in the
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described in the third bullet of Sec. 3.1.
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It is useful to define the value of sin2
✓w governing the Z couplings from the electron

asymmetry as “sin2
✓eff” given by the formula
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It is this value of sin2
✓w that enters the Zh and WW pair production cross sections

that are most important in determining the Higgs boson couplings.

Loop corrections to the SM predictions for Z observables given in terms of sin2
✓eff

are at the parts per mille level. Thus, it is accurate to quote projections for the
precision of future experiments from tree-level formulae involving sin2

✓eff . Of course,
actually extracting Z couplings from cross section measurements at the 10�4 level of
precision requires that the SM contributions to these cross sections be known to
comparable accuracy. The nontrivial requirements for theory are reviewed in [45].

Often, the leptonic asymmetries Ae, Aµ, and A⌧ are combined to give a composite
leptonic asymmetry. Here, we will distinguish these three quantities and discuss tests
of models that allow small di↵erences in the Z couplings to e, µ, and ⌧ .

At a polarised e
+
e
� collider, Ae is given by the left-right asymmetry in the total

rate for Z production,
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• e+e- -> Z 𝛾 :  Z boosted by 𝛽 ≈ 0.76 
 
  
=> reconstruct from angles only! 
=> clean sample with high efficiency 

• Polarised beams:   
=> rel. stat.:  
lead. syst. from polarisation:  

• factor 10 improvement over current value “for free”!  => ~12% improvement on gHZZ

Precision EW at 250 GeV from radiative return

�7

Efficiency  
=73%

be relaxed with small corrections. Then let Ei and ✓i, i = 1, 2, denote the energy
and polar angle, respectively, of each final lepton or jet. Transverse momentum
conservation implies that E1 sin ✓1 = E2 sin ✓2. The fermion pair is boosted only in
the beam direction. The boost factor can be determined as

|�| = |E1 cos ✓1 + E2 cos ✓2|
E1 + E2

=
| sin(✓1 + ✓2)|
sin ✓1 + sin ✓2

. (16)

It is interesting that the Ei cancel out, so � only depends on ✓1 and ✓2. The invariant
mass of the fermion pair, m12, can then be reconstructed as

m
2
12 =

1� |�|
1 + |�| · s , (17)

where
p
s is the center-of-mass energy. For the signal events we expect that m12
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This method was actually used at LEP2 [47], though mainly for calibrating the
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with approximately the Z mass from other processes, are almost negligible, as shown
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cancel out in the measurement of this asymmetry. The dominant systematic error
for Ae will come from the uncertainty in Peff . In Sec. 3.1, we have explained that,
through the measurement of processes with large polarisation asymmetries such as
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� ! WW , the relative systematic error on Ae can be reduced to 3⇥ 10�4.

In principle, the value of Ae also depends on the CM energy in the e
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Figure 2: Reconstructed distribution of x ⌘ 2|�|
1+|�| for the signal e+e� ! �Z, Z ! qq

and from background events that mimic this signal, at
p
s = 250 GeV with an integrated

luminosity of 250 fb�1.

form [49]
Aobs = Ae +�A, (18)

where �A is a correction due to interference between the contributions to the e+e� !
ff� from the resonant diagram with an intermediate Z and the nonresonant diagram
with an intermediate �. At the Z pole, the interference term has significant energy-
dependence, requiring excellent knowledge of the CM energy. This will be an issue
in Sec. 7.1. However, for the radiative return process at 250 GeV, the dependence
�Ae/�ECM is 3 orders of magnitude smaller, allowing us to safely ignore the sys-
tematic error from the beam energy uncertainty.

For Af measurements other than Ae, we need to measure the left-right forward-
backward asymmetry defined in Eq. 12. A dedicated simulation study for Af (f =
b/c/µ/⌧) has not yet been performed. Nevertheless we can estimate the signal e�-
ciency in two steps based on existing simulation analyses. The first step is to tag the
signal events as from radiative return, just as in the Ae measurement. The second
step is to identify the flavor and charge of the fermion. For example, the e�ciency
for the Ab measurement can be estimated to be 73% ⇥ 40% in which the 73%, for
tagging the hadronic radiative return event, is from fast simulation analysis described
above [48], and the 40%, for b-tagging and b charge identification, is from a full sim-
ulation analysis described in [50]. The statistical error of Ab is then estimated to be
�Ab = 0.00053, a relative uncertainty of �Ab = 5.7⇥ 10�4. Similarly, the e�ciencies
for Ac, A⌧ and Aµ can be derived from full simulation results in [51–53]. These are
estimated to be 73%⇥ 10%, 80%, and 88%, respectively. Their statistical errors are
summarized in Table 8. The dominant systematic error is expected to come from the
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P(e+) essential to  
reach this precision!

be relaxed with small corrections. Then let Ei and ✓i, i = 1, 2, denote the energy
and polar angle, respectively, of each final lepton or jet. Transverse momentum
conservation implies that E1 sin ✓1 = E2 sin ✓2. The fermion pair is boosted only in
the beam direction. The boost factor can be determined as

|�| = |E1 cos ✓1 + E2 cos ✓2|
E1 + E2

=
| sin(✓1 + ✓2)|
sin ✓1 + sin ✓2

. (16)

It is interesting that the Ei cancel out, so � only depends on ✓1 and ✓2. The invariant
mass of the fermion pair, m12, can then be reconstructed as

m
2
12 =

1� |�|
1 + |�| · s , (17)

where
p
s is the center-of-mass energy. For the signal events we expect that m12

peaks at mZ and, for
p
s = 250 GeV, |�| peaks at 0.76. The angles ✓1 and ✓2 can be

measured very precisely at the ILC detectors, so that the signal events can be tagged
without the need to observe the ISR photon.

This method was actually used at LEP2 [47], though mainly for calibrating the
beam energy due to the limited statistics. But at ILC250, we will expect 90 million of
such radiative events, a factor of 5 (100) more than the total number of Z produced
at LEP (SLC).

A fast simulation study has been performed for the Ae measurement using the
e
+
e
� ! �Z, Z ! qq channels and the full SM background [48]. After all the selection

cuts, the signal e�ciency is 73% and the remaining background events, due to systems
with approximately the Z mass from other processes, are almost negligible, as shown
in Fig. 2. For the results shown, realistic e↵ects from finite fermion mass and beam
crossing angles have already been taken into account. The events in which the photon
goes into the detector have not been separated, but it should be straightforward to
do, provided that they only contribute as a small fraction of total events. From the
measured cross sections for the left- and right-handed beam polarisations, Ae can be
determined from Eq. (10). The statistical error on Ae for 2 ab�1 data in the ILC250
scenario is estimated to be 0.00015. We can perform the same analysis using the
Z ! l

+
l
� channels. The combined statistical error is expected to be �Ae = 0.00014,

a relative error of �Ae = 9.5 ⇥ 10�4. This is a factor of 10 improvement over the
current uncertainty on Ae. Many systematic errors in the cross section measurement
cancel out in the measurement of this asymmetry. The dominant systematic error
for Ae will come from the uncertainty in Peff . In Sec. 3.1, we have explained that,
through the measurement of processes with large polarisation asymmetries such as
e
+
e
� ! WW , the relative systematic error on Ae can be reduced to 3⇥ 10�4.

In principle, the value of Ae also depends on the CM energy in the e
+
e
� ! Z�

reaction. The polarisation asymmetry actually measured in this reaction has the
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described in the third bullet of Sec. 3.1.

For a given quark or lepton flavor f , let gLf , gRf be the helicity-dependent Zff
couplings. Then the quantities, for quarks q,

Rq =
�(Z ! qq)

�(Z ! hadrons)
, (5)

and, for leptons ` = e, µ, ⌧ ,

1/R` =
�(Z ! `

+
`
�)

�(Z ! hadrons)
, (6)

are given, at the tree level, by

Rq , 1/R` / (g2Lf + g
2
Rf ) , (7)

and the Z decay polarisation asymmetries are given by

Af =
g
2
Lf � g

2
Rf

g
2
Lf + g

2
Rf

. (8)

It is useful to define the value of sin2
✓w governing the Z couplings from the electron

asymmetry as “sin2
✓eff” given by the formula

Ae =
(12 � sin2

✓eff )2 � (sin2
✓eff )2

(12 � sin2
✓eff )2 + (sin2

✓eff )2
⇡ 8(

1

4
� sin2

✓eff ) . (9)

It is this value of sin2
✓w that enters the Zh and WW pair production cross sections

that are most important in determining the Higgs boson couplings.

Loop corrections to the SM predictions for Z observables given in terms of sin2
✓eff

are at the parts per mille level. Thus, it is accurate to quote projections for the
precision of future experiments from tree-level formulae involving sin2

✓eff . Of course,
actually extracting Z couplings from cross section measurements at the 10�4 level of
precision requires that the SM contributions to these cross sections be known to
comparable accuracy. The nontrivial requirements for theory are reviewed in [45].

Often, the leptonic asymmetries Ae, Aµ, and A⌧ are combined to give a composite
leptonic asymmetry. Here, we will distinguish these three quantities and discuss tests
of models that allow small di↵erences in the Z couplings to e, µ, and ⌧ .

At a polarised e
+
e
� collider, Ae is given by the left-right asymmetry in the total

rate for Z production,

Ae = ALR ⌘ �L � �R

(�L + �R)
, (10)
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Precision EW at the GigaZ

• ~250 x LEP, with beam polarisation => expect at least factor 10 improvement 

• Measure Ae via ALR as before - now crucial: knowledge of √s! 

• Exploit excellent momentum measurement of ILD (or SiD)  
• calibrate with J/ψ->µ+µ-   

=> obtain √s from µ+µ-𝛾 events to 1 MeV precision => 𝛅Ae(√s)=2 x 10-5, comparable to stat. error. 
=> final number dominated by polarisation uncertainty 

• Fermion asymmetries for µ / τ /c /b: new, detailed ILD studies in 2019 - profit from 
• tiny ILC beam spot (@91.2 GeV):  1.12 µm x 14.6 nm x 410 µm

• large statistics & excellent detector => use double-tagged events only for q /anti-q separation!


=> drastic reduction of systematic uncertainties wrt LEP

�8

Accelerator - arXiv:1908.08212

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.08212
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• large statistics & excellent detector => use double-tagged events only for q /anti-q separation!


=> drastic reduction of systematic uncertainties wrt LEP

�8

Accelerator - arXiv:1908.08212

Also: the polarised                receives 7 x smaller radiative corrections than the unpolarised           ! 

In particular: hemisphere correlations found negligible  (Geant4-based detector simulation)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1908.08212


GigaZ: results of new detailed ILD studies

• as expected, at least factor 10, often ~50 
improvement over LEP/SLC


• note in particular: 
• Ac nearly 100 x better thanks to 

excellent charm / anti-charm tagging: 
• excellent vertex detector 
• tiny ILC beam spot 
• Kaon-ID via dE/dx in ILD’s TPC 

• typically only factor 2-3 less precise  
than FCCee’s unpolarised TeraZ 
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Conclusions

• Electroweak observables are an important part of the physics case of future e+e- colliders 

• ILC offers significant progress over LEP already at 250 GeV 


• Even more improvement from dedicated Z pole running 


• Beam polarisation boosts “return on invested ab-1” 


• ILC GigaZ program has been scrutinized, again, in summer 2019  following discussions in Granada 
=> results are now included in SMEFT fits by the ECFA WG on HiggsCouplings@ Future 
Colliders for the Briefing Book of the European Strategy Update!


• Tiny ILC beam spot leverages excellent 2ndary vertex resolution  

• Kaon identification via dE/dx in ILD TPC enhances b- and c-charge separation  

• ILC offers a very attractive and competitive electroweak precision program!
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4-Fermion Processes
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Outlook to higher energies: top / bottom EFT

• Fit  of 10 Wilson coefficients of SMEFT that modify top and bottom production 


• Already e+e- -> bb at 
ILC250 helps a lot


• ILC500 with e+e- -> tt  
even more so!
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arXiv:1907.10619

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1907.10619


BSM significances
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New Properties of the Top Quark 

�15

[Poeschl,Richard]

• ILC precision allows model discrimination 
• sensitivity in gZL, gZR plane complementary to LHC

Sensitivity to huge variety of 
models with  

compositeness and/or 
extra-dimensions 

complementary 
to resonance searches

arXiv:
1506.05992

Also from other e+e- -> ff: 

• probe Z’ up to ~10 TeV  
500fb-1 @ 500 GeV (initial run) 

• up to ~17 TeV for 1ab-1 at 1 TeV 

• polarised beams gain ~ 2TeV in 
reach

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1506.05992
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Lumi/IP vs energy
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GigaZ events
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TGCs
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New Properties of the Higgs Boson
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EFT interpretation

 arXiv:1708.08912

Test BSM

discovery and identification of various  
BSM benchmark models  
(not observable at LHC)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1903.01629
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